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Changes to 2.6 due to 2.6.1 patch

Matching fields in Column Settings
• Matching fields are now customizable within the Column Settings page. Also, 

the accompanying matching logic has been simplified -- records match only if 

all of the matching fields have matching values.  

• You should redefine or update your matching columns now (in Column 

Settings) before importing any new data, and going forward only make 

changes when necessary. In later releases, these matching columns will 

decide how records are linked/associated across cycles.

• If the matching fields need to be changed because of changes in the data 

being imported (such as adding a Custom ID as a matching field) make sure 

to reset the matching fields in Column Settings before importing the file with 

the new matching field(s).
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Matching fields: Column Settings
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Step 1: 
Before importing a file, go to Column Settings and define the Matching fields

Step 2:
Click (twice) on the Match Criteria column header to see the currently defined matching fields

The default is that these four fields are checked as 
matching fields

Uncheck the ones that you do NOT want to define 
as matching

Step 3: Click the Save Changes button 
when you have defined the matching fields



 

Matching fields: Column Settings: Property
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Now these are the only 
2 matching fields. 

Click the Save Changes button when 
you have defined the matching fields

Set the Matching fields for the Property data

Uncheck any fields that you do NOT 
want to be used to match records



 

Matching fields: Column Settings: Tax Lot
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In this example, only 1 field is set to matching for Tax Lot data 

Click the Save Changes button when 
you have defined the matching fields

Set the Matching fields for the Tax Lot data

Uncheck any fields that you do NOT 
want to be used to match records



 

Mapping on Import

Map the appropriate fields in the import file to the Matching fields defined in Column Settings
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Set the appropriate fields to the matching fields defined in Column Settings. In 
this case:

● Property ID ⇒ PM Property ID (Property data)
● Building ID ⇒ Custom ID 1 (Property data)
● Rust Parcel ID ⇒ Jurisdiction Tax Lot ID (Tax Lot data)

The program will display the matching 
fields that were set in Column Settings 
(future versions will group them by 
Property and Tax Lot)Property PropertyTax Lot


